ABSTRACT Neural networks often penalize their loss functions by a regularization or constraint term dependent on training data. These penalty terms are defined on activation values of hidden vectors and reduced with a loss in the training process. Reducing the activation, networks condense hidden vectors and often over-compresses specific region in the hidden vector space even after converging to an optimal penalty value because of a simple form of penalty terms. This over-compression may restrict accurate training, which is an unnecessary negative effect in penalization. In this paper, we propose an approach to control penalty values with respect to geometric density for reducing the risk of the compression. We provide an example of data-dependent penalty forms sophisticatedly designed via estimating dense region and assigning near-zero penalty to the region. In practical experiments of time series regression, the proposed approach improved training and validation accuracy without significant loss of test accuracy. The result implies that the proposed method expands the range of samples accurately forecasted.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
ENALIZING cost function is a traditional method to control behavior of intelligence models as generalizing models, inducing sparsity, and giving constraints. Some penalties are often defined on activation values of hidden vectors and have simple forms as L1-norm or logarithmic function [1] , [2] . In minimizing a combined cost with such a penalty, the decrease of the penalty leads to condensing hidden vectors into the origin of the vector space. If the scale of penalty is large, the vectors are more condensed and some hidden vectors are located in extremely small area. Then, neural networks may fail to distinguish the vectors which restrict accurate training. Down-scaling penalties relaxes the problem of over-compression in a specific region, but it is only a temporary solution because it weakens intended effects as regularization or constraining the loss function.
To resolve this problem, we propose a new penalty function. Our method assigns zero-penalty to geometrically dense area to remove the negative effect by the compression. To the other sparse area, the method assigns gradually increasing penalty with respect to density in order to maintain intended effects of penalization. To determine the dense area for zero-penalty assignment, we evaluate geometric density of n-dimensional sphere with respect to Euclidean distance. This method compresses hidden vectors onto the sphere and preserve vector distribution inside the sphere from the unnecessary over-compression.
In experiments to forecast riverine water quality, we analyzed behavior change of recurrent neural networks with long short term memory (LSTM) adopting the proposed penalty and compared it with other penalties. In the results, we confirmed that the sphericalizing penalty improves accuracy of training and validation while maintaining testing errors similar with L1 and logarithmic penalties. This observation implies that forecasting ability is improved for an arbitrary input which may not be covered by test data. This phenomenon is also observed in the other additional experiment to forecast power consumption of home appliances. In Section II, basic LSTM, existing penalties, and target applications are introduced. Section III addresses the problem and describes the proposed penalty. Section IV shows the experimental settings and Section V analyzes and discusses the results. In Section VI, we make a conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a well-known framework for learning time series models [3] , but has limitation in learning long-term dependencies. The cause is known as gradient vanishing [4] , which reduces gradients of parameters at shallow layers by distributing the impact from final prediction and thus gradient-based optimization fails to update the layers. Long short term memory (LSTM) structures resolve the limit by directly memorizing when to emit, transit, and combine observed information. A full RNN network with LSTM for forecasting is described as following equations.
where x i is the input vector at time step i and y t is the target scalar predicted from the input vector sequence. To generate h t−1 from the input sequence, the LSTM unit is often designed as Fig. 1 and following equation.
where σ is sigmoid function. i t , f t , and o t are gate vectors and c t is a cell to memorize combinatorial information. The gate vectors adjust the impact of neurons and thus the LSTM learns which neurons should have large gradients. As solving the gradient vanishing, LSTM can successfully learn patterns observed in long time steps. In natural language processing, especially machine translation, LSTMs have shown dramatic improvement compared to existing models [5] , [6] and shed light on the use of gated memory structures [7] . Penalization adds a weighted penalty to a cost function on various purposes, which usually have the following form.
where ρ is the penalty and λ is a hyper-parameter to be empirically tuned. L1 and L2 norms of model parameters are traditional penalties for regularization. In neural networks, penalties are often defined on activation values instead of model parameters so as to data-dependent regularization and sparsity induction. Previously used penalties for the purposes are as follows.
In this paper, we discuss about sparsity-inducing penalties applied to LSTMs to solve the following forecasting problems. The first problem is to forecast algal bloom for efficient management of water supply. Chlorophyll-a is an indicator of this phenomenon and therefore a model to predict its amount from related ecological factors can forecast the water quality. Because the variable is affected by spatio-temporal change of all factors, accurate forecasting is difficult. This issue is studied for Nakdong river in South Korea [9] and we used its raw time series data. The other problem is to forecast power consumption of home appliances using previous sensor data of humidity and temperature, light use, and weather information [10] . In these problems, RNN and multilayer perceptron have been introduced, but a LSTM has never been introduced so far. 
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. LIMIT OF TRAINING ACCURACY BY SIMPLE REGULARIZATION
Regularization on activations can limit training accuracy of neural networks. Fig. 2 shows an illustration to help understanding of this problem. Most penalty metrics on activations are designed to move generated hidden vectors into closer region to zero-vector [1] , [8] . The strength of the pressure on hidden vectors varies by the curvature of the metrics. A problem of the metrics is that the strength is not finely controlled for very close region to the zero-vector. In the near-zero region shown as black circle in the figure, the available volume to locate hidden vectors is already small, which largely increases their density. In neural networks, a region with extremely high density can decrease their training accuracy, VOLUME 6, 2018 because hyperplanes (dashed lines in the figure) representing neurons are more difficult to distinguish the hidden vectors used for different purpose in the next layer.
In general regularization, a loss and a penalty are minimized together and they compete each other near an optimum. Even in the optimum, penalty is usually the sum of penalty values of all regions and therefore some regions may be overcompressed while others are not sufficiently compressed. In this situation, geometrically dense region near the zerovector is more probable to be over-compressed.
B. DETERMINATION OF DENSE AREA
A straightforward approach to resolve the limitation is to reduce the condensing pressure for the dense distribution. Because just reducing total scales of penalties decreases regularization and sparsity-inducing effects together for all area of the vector space, we need to partially reduce the scale only for dense distribution where the limit appears.
The density of regions is dependent on generated hidden vectors, but some regions have high density by a geometric reason. For example, n-dimensional spheres have different volumes with respect to the distance from its center and different densities of vectors in the spheres. In practical RNNs that use high dimensions for the hidden vectors, the volume change is extremely exponential to the radius and thus we can determine geometrically-inevitable high-density regions by using the radius. The volume and radius of n-dimensional sphere are calculated as following equations.
where d is Euclidean distance from the zero vector for sufficiently large n dimensional space. Underlying assumption of the definition is that the dimension n is an even number. Derived unit density 1 v(d,n) by radius from the equation is shown in the graph (a) of Fig. 3 . In the graph, n-spheres with a larger radius than a threshold k critically increase the density and thus the threshold can clearly distinguish dense and sparse area. Graph (b) shows radius r( 1 k , n) by dimension given varying ks. If k < 1, then all regions of small dimensional spheres are regarded as dense area, losing benefits of the distinction. So, we set k to 1.
C. DISTANCE-BASED PENALTY 1) METRIC FORM
The main goal of the sphericalizing penalty is to assign almost zero penalties to the dense area. For this goal, we have designed the sphericalizing penalty ρ sp with following equations. where d = ||h t || 2 and c 3 = r(1, n t ). The hidden vector h t with dimension n t is generated at a layer at l t step from the input vector sequence x. The constants c 1 and c 2 parameterized by α are determined as T is the set of time steps.
In RNN and LSTMs, the same hidden layer is used repeatedly and therefore its dimension n t is a constant. The distance d from zero vector is L2-norm of h t .
2) IMPLICATION: FINELY TUNED PENALTY FOR NEAR-ZERO REGION
The basic form of this penalty is a softplus function as log(1 + e d ). We chose this form to guarantee two properties. The first is that the metric is differentiale at all d for gradientbased updates, and the second is that regularization strength for sparse regions is similar to L1-penalty. In the case of logarithmic penalty to replace activations with distance as log(1 + d 2 ), the strength gradually decreases in sparse region where we need stronger condensing for effective gradient-based optimization, which is undesirable. Furthermore, when the distance d is near-zero, the simple softplus penalty increases so rapidly that it can not assign an almost zero penalty to the dense region.
To finely control the curvature when d ∼ 0, we added two constants c 1 and c 2 . The constant c 1 controls the steepness of penalties for long distance. The constant c 2 controls the increasing rate for near-zero and long distance. Therefore, using the constants, we can assign almost zero penalty to dense region and maintain reasonable penalties for sparse region. , n) ,α), ( √ n,n). The first two points are selected to assign near-zero penalties from 0 to r (1, n) radius. r(1, n) is the radius of n-spheres with k = 1 setting as the previous analysis. The third point is to assure similar regularization effect to the L1-norm on the sparse area. The maximum distance of sigmoid or tanh activation is √ n and their L1-penalty is n. 
3) DETERMINATION OF PARAMETER
c 1 AND c 2 In this penalty, all constants are derived from α, which indicates the magnitude of penalty assigned to near-zero region. The constants c 1 and c 2 are derived by setting three points to pass for the penalty function: (0,0), (r(1
D. SIMULATION OF PENALTY ASSIGNMENT
L1-penalty and log-penalty behave differently to the sphericalizing penalty. Fig. 4 shows the penalties by distance. In a given distance, L1-penalty and log-penalty can have so many varying penalties that we plotted their max and min penalties at each distance. The min-max ranges are easily obtained by solving the contact points of a hyperplane generated by the penalty functions and n-dimensional sphere. The derived ranges for penalties are as following equations.
The main difference of sphericalizing penalization is to assign near-zero penalties to the determined dense area in a small n-sphere. As explained at the start of this section, our hypothesis is that this zero-penalty assignment reduces the scale of gradients at local optima caused by high penalties and therefore bad local optima insufficiently trained for partial data are suppressed.
E. OPTIMIZATION
To optimize LSTM with the sphericalized penalty, we can use simple gradient-based optimization [11] - [13] . Because total cost as shown in Section II is the sum of an error and the penalty, we only need to calculate the gradient for the new penalty term and add it to the gradient of error calculated in general gradient descent algorithms. In LSTM, we applied the penalty to the hidden vector h t calculated from all gate vectors. Then, its learning rate is controlled by AdaDelta, an adaptive strategy [13] . The penalty only changes cost function and therefore convergence property of optimization process is equal to original gradient descent.
To evaluate the gradient of the cost in ''(8)'', we need to calculate ρ sp denoted as ρ in following derivation. We first calculate the derivatives of penalty ρ with respect to a parameter w ij m linking ith node at layer l m and jth node at layer l m+1 . The penalty is mean of all layer-wise penalties ρ t at time step t for all steps.
The layer set L = {l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l |L|−1 } and each l t indicates the layer used at time step t. In RNNs, the same layer is used for all time steps, which implies that l t only indicates the layer with different input and contexts. The layer l 0 is the bottom and l |L|−1 is the top hidden layer.
If t = m + 1, the derivative is
where the activation is tangent hyperbolic function. 
IV. EXPERIMENT SETTING
We performed two experiments using LSTMs: water quality and power consumption forecasting. The first problem is used for detailed analysis of the penalties in a LSTM and the second for verifying the general impact on performance.
A. FORECASTING WATER QUALITY IN RIVER
The data for the prediction of water quality is collected during the 16 years (1993-2009) on a study site of Nakdong River, South Korea [14] . The time lags between samples slightly vary, so we linearly interpolated the data and generated samples with 1-day interval. To predict chlorophyll-a at time t, we used the input values at time steps from t−7 to t−1. A data case composed of the input and output values is generated for each t in the raw data. Input variables at each time step are normalized by mean and standard over all steps. Test set is cases for the latest 1 year and training set is the cases from 1993 to 2008. Validation set is the randomly extracted 10% cases from the training set. Detailed statistics of the data are presented in Table 1 .
The used network is a simple LSTM in Section II. The error of the cost ''(3)'' is root mean squared error (RMSE). We compare three penalties: ρ L1 , ρ log , and ρ sp described in ''(4)'', ''(5)'',and ''(8)''. For brevity, we use L1, log, and sp for following contents. For each penalty and scale in Table 3 , the LSTM is tested with the run configurations shown in Table 2 . For training, we used AdaDelta [13] , an adaptive gradient-based optimization. 
B. FORECASTING POWER CONSUMPTION OF HOME APPLIANCES
We used data provided from the Center for Machine Learning and Intelligent Systems, University of California, Irvine. 1 This data has no missing values and is composed of time series of 30 variables collected with 10 minute interval for 4.5 months. Detailed meaning, scale, and types are introduced in [10] . In the original data, the test set is composed of data at randomly selected 25% time steps and the remains are in the training set. We re-define the problem of finding missing values to forecasting by segmenting total time steps into first 80% for training, next 10% for validation, and the last 10% for test set. This data is converted to hourly data for simplicity. Data statistics, run and model configurations are shown in Table 1 , 2, and 3. We note that a LSTM is applied to the raw data [15] , but their purposes, detail settings, and results are completely distinguished.
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We analyze the behavior of penalties with respect to accuracy, distance, and penalties with various scales in water quality forecasting. We verify the impact of our method in power consumption forecasting for more general conclusion.
A. PREDICTION ERRORS FROM KNOWN INPUT SEQUENCES
To understand expected impact of penalties, we averaged training and validation errors over 30 runs at every 100 epoch. This averaged result is collected for various penalty scales to investigate the limit of best training errors. For more general conclusion, we evaluated the results for three different model sizes. In Fig. 5 , the best errors in the best scale for each penalty are drawn. The detailed errors at the final epoch is listed in Table 4 , where the best errors of each penalty is shown as bold characters.
In all models, the error rapidly decreased as general neural networks and converges to an optimal after 10000 epochs. Compared to LSTM without penalization, all penalty functions improved the training sp shows faster convergence speed than other penalties and the converging point at the final epoch had smaller errors in all model sizes. The results showed sufficiently small standard deviation to guarantee statistical significance. From these results, we can confirm that the sphericalizing penalty improves the training accuracy of LSTMs compared to other sparsity-inducing penalties. This effect is commonly observed in various model sizes, which implies the robustness to the model complexity.
B. RELATION TO DISTANCE
For each penalty scale, the penalty by distance and the training error by distance are shown in Fig. 6 . In the first row of the graph array, each point indicates the expected training error at the final epoch of a penalty scale. Numerical error values of the points are shown in Table 4 . In the graphs, the training error exponentially increases while distance converges to zero. This phenomenon is natural, because the strong penalty results in the small distance and dominates the quality of local optima even if it is irrelevant to the error. The plotted points roughly show convex forms so that we can compare the limit of achievable best training errors between the penalty metrics.
In the graphs, sp shows consistently smaller errors in all scales when h = 8 and slightly smaller errors in other model sizes. The errors of best scales of sp are always smaller than L1-penalty and log-penalty. The graphs at the second row, the penalties of corresponding points at the first row are depicted. Compared to L1-penalty and log-penalties, sp maintains almost zero penalties over all distances. This observation implies that all converging points condensed their hidden vector distribution into the dense n-dimensional sphere. Because the points of sp improve the limit of training errors, the observation implies that the sphericalizing penalty leads to more accurate training.
This behavior is observed even in the validation error results as shown in Fig. 6 . We collected the best average of validation errors observed at various epochs for each scale. As the training errors, the validation errors exhibit rough convex forms and sphericalizing penalty shows the lowest errors.
C. PREDICTION ERRORS FROM UNKNOWN INPUT SEQUENCES
In Table 5 , the best validation and test errors for each penalty scale are compared between penalty functions. Differently to evaluating average errors in the known cases, we selected the best models in validation error over all epochs for each run. After evaluating their average test and validation errors over runs, we selected the best models over all penalty scale and model size settings. In the table, the validation errors of all penalized models are lower than in the vanilla LSTM. The sp penalty shows the smallest validation error and L1 Table 3 , µ and σ : mean and standard deviation over 30 runs, h: the number of nodes in a hidden layer). shows the largest error for all model sizes. The superiority of sp is statistically significant with 99% confidence interval. In the test errors, the superiority of penalties are unclear because of large standard deviation. L1 seems to show relatively smaller test errors for all model sizes, but statistically significant conclusion was not derived. In Fig. 5 , the best average validation errors are drawn. The errors are averaged over 30 runs at 100 epochs and then the best errors of the best scale are illustrated, differently to the errors in Table 5 . sp shows the lowest errors for all model sizes. This result implies that sp potentially reduces errors even in an unknown validation set.
In the results with the unknown data set, sp rarely shows worse performance than the other penalties. In some test conditions, sp is worse than another penalty, but we note that the difference is statistically insignificant. Even in the other comparisons, the superiority between penatly metrics is not observed. On the other hand, the validation errors of sp are consistently smaller than the others. Therefore, it is difficult to say that there is a consistent superiority in prediction for unknown data.
D. ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the power consumption forecasting problem, we evaluated the best performance over all penalty scales for each function and data set. Table 6 shows the best training, validation, and test errors averaged over runs. sp shows the significant improvement of training errors compared to L1-penalty and log-penalty. In validation and test set, the errors are almost similar between the penalties. Compared to training set, the errors in the unknown sets are minute, even though their differences are statistically significant. We can confirm that the prediction for known data is improved and that for unknown data is maintained.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a cost penalization method for more accurate training while maintaining originally intended effect by the penalization. To improve the accuracy, we use the geometric density of n-dimensional sphere which suddenly increases inside a certain radius. The method assigns nearzero penalties to the dense area determined by the radius. The other less dense area has similar penalties with L1-norm penalty. In practical forecasting water quality and power consumption of home appliances, the method reduced training and validation error while retaining test errors.
